CHESS CLUB MEETS HARVARD SATURDAY

At the meeting of the Executive Committee of the Chess Club held in the Union last Wednesday afternoon the following men were present: Paris '94, Newman '18, Woodbridge '16 and Dunning '15. Johnston and Blank were absent. The committee chose Grant '14, Jones '14, Paris '14, Johnston '15, Blank '16, Woodbridge '16, Kenigsberg '17, and Dean '17 to plan a chess tournament to be held on Saturday night. These men are expected to report in the Union at 7.45. In the last contest Harvard succeeded in coming out the winner by a small margin. This time Tech presents a stronger team than before and expects to be a winner in the majority of the matches.

TALK ON FOUNDATIONS

M. C. R. Gow To Speak Tonight To Architects.

The "Don'ts of Foundations" will be the subject of a talk that is to be given before the Architectural Engineering Society tonight by Mr. M. C. R. Gow. Mr. Gow is an expert on foundations, having had a wide field of experience. Besides this he is a clear speaker and will be able to present information in a vivid manner. This will mean much to the men who are just completing their course in Foundations.

The meeting will be at 7.30 in Room 42, Pierce Building. All Institute men are invited, especially those who are preparing for the exam in Foundations.

TECHNOLOGY PROMINENT

Heads Of Harvard Engineering Departments Tech Men.

In connection with the proposed co-operative scheme three heads of departments at Harvard which are most closely involved in the plan are prominent Technology graduates, Prof. Geo. C. Whipple of the Sanitary Engineering Department, and Prof. Albert Siuvier of the Mining and Metallurgy department, and the class of '89. Prof. Geo. F. Swain, Professor of Civil Engineering, who is also President of the American Society of Civil Engineers, and graduated from Technology in '77.

JUNIOR PICTURE

A large percentage of the Junior Class turned out yesterday at one o'clock or Rogers Steps for the class picture. The severity of the weather last Tuesday caused the postponement.

Theodore has announced its relays schedule. At the C. A. C. games in the 24th she will meet Worcester Tech. At the B. A. A. games she will run against Williams.

"A ROYAL JOHNNIE" TECH SHOW TITLE

Poster Competition Will Start Monday—Title Selected From Fifty Names.

A title for Tech Show, 1914, which was written by E. L. Kaula, has been decided upon, and as a result of this the poster competition will open Monday at 4 P. M. The title is "A Royal Johnnie," which was the best of about fifty names suggested and considered.

As usual a cash prize of $10.00 will be awarded for the poster which is judged the best by the management and a committee of three men outside of the Institute. The committee consists of an advertiser who judges the picture from the advertising value, a printer or lithographer who judges it from the case with which it may be reproduced, and a prominent citizen who judges it on its general merits.

The title offers many ideas and should not be a difficult one to draw. A poster is open to all men attending the Institute. If any man has talent he has a chance whether or not he is an architect.

The conditions governing the competition will be explained fully in the Show office on Monday afternoon by Publicity Manager Lucas. Stage Manager Hughes will also be on hand to outline the plot and give his ideas as to how the poster should look after it is drawn.

SOPH GOVERNING BOARD

The Sophmore Governing Board is to meet at Nomten's Studio on Park Street at 1.15 today to have pictures for Technique 1913 taken.

Rhode Island State is building up a strong team for this season, and prospects to run in the B. A. A., Providence and Hartford games.
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The list of honor students and those receiving honorable mention at Exeter for the fall term fills over two columns.
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